


GUESSING
“Guessing is harder 
than knowing.” 
– Orel Herschiser



TODAY
•Our definition of Local vs Global SEO
•5 ways they are the same
•5 Local SEO differences
•Summary Q&A
•Next steps



SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION*
• Increasing Quantity and Quality of 
website traffic
•Search engines are answer machines
•Knowing searcher’s intent
•Fulfilling the searcher’s intent in a way 
search engines understand

*via Moz.com



GOOGLE
•US 87%
•“If you can
make it 
there. . .”



WE’RE #1!
•Location, location, 
location. . .
•Not #1 anymore
•Paid search clicks 
up 44% desktop –
125% on mobile!*

*Sparktorovia themarkup.org



TOOLS

•Google is as 
Google does
•Get everything 
talking
•Hook up those
sitemaps!



PRIORITIES & PROCESS
•Fulfill search intent 
in a way search 
engines understand.
•Title, H1, description, 
alt, H2/H3, internal-
external links



LOCAL



GOOGLE MY BIZ

•Good for all, vital 
for local SEO
•Claim it, update it, 
think like a user



“NEAR ME” MOBILE
•What’s close to you? 
•Relies on My Biz and 
your site listing
•Buy some traffic 



MAP SEARCH

• In local search, 
maps are prominent
•How long can you go 
without opening 
Google Maps?



ADDRESS MATCHING
•Multi location?
•Distinct navigation
•Unique content
•Embed your Google 
My Business maps



PEOPLE ALSO ASK. . .

•Google wants to 
help the user.
•Help Google help the 
user help you. 
•H2, H3, H4, <ul> 



REVIEWS
•Optimize for review 
sites
•Ask, ask, ask again
•Prompts help match to 
user’s decision stage
•Yelp, ugh.



THE BIG 5
•Google My Business Tool
•“Near Me” searches
•Map Optimization (multi locations)
•Google’s On Page Answers
•Reviews



NEXT STEPS
•Get clear on what your organic traffic is today. 
(we use organic/(none) to start)
•Set a target/goal
•Find best/converting terms to work on
(we test with paid search)
•Get to work! 



QUESTIONS?

??

?



WAYS WE CAN HELP

•SEO Strategy
•Outsourced SEO work
•SEO Projects



THANK YOU! 

INFO@LEADGENCOMPASS.COM

402-334-1824 


